We present an algorithm for retrieving three-dimensional domains of picometer-scale shifts in atomic positions from electron diffraction data, and apply it to simulations of ferroelectric polarization in BaTiO 3 . Our algorithm successfully and correctly retrieves polarization domains in which the Ti atom positions differ by less than 3 pm (0.4% of the unit cell diagonal distance) with 5 and 10 nm depth resolution along the beam direction, and we also retrieve unit cell strain, corresponding to tetragonal-to-cubic unit cell distortions, for 10 nm domains. Experimental applicability is also discussed.
Introduction
Characterization of ferroelectric materials' polarization and strain states using nanometer-scale spatial selectivity has been of great interest in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The polarization state of ferroelectric materials is related to picometer-scale atomic position shifts within the unit cell and strained distortions of the unit cell, observable using the transmission electron microscope (TEM) [1, 5, [7] [8] [9] [10] . Previously, nanometer-scale local polarization domains inside large grains have been mapped in two dimensions using the TEM [5, 10] , but a two-dimensional map neglects the third dimension. X-rays with nanometer-scale selectivity and electrons with Angstrom-scale selectivity have both been used to examine thin specimens, but very thin specimens may not be representative of the polarization state in a thicker, more realistic specimen [11, 1, 8, 3, 9, 12] . Thus, an algorithm to three-dimensionally map these nanoscale domains for specimens thick enough to avoid surface effects would provide a useful general tool for atomic-scale materials physics [11, 12] , but this algorithm would require full three-dimensional characterization with nanometerscale spatial selectivity of picometer-scale atomic displacements for thick specimens. The TEM easily provides sufficient spatial selectivity in two dimensions, but mapping these domains along the beam direction is difficult due to multiple scattering of the electrons, which can be simulated from a known specimen using various algorithms, but which cannot be analytically inverted to determine an unknown specimen [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Recently, we have developed an algorithm that efficiently uses diffraction data to retrieve TEM specimens with variations along the beam direction using artificial neural network tools and the stacked-Bloch-wave forward-simulation method [19, 20] . This algorithm was previously applied to only rigid-body unit-cell properties including unit-cell rotation; neither individual atom positions inside the unit cell nor non-rotational unit cell distortions were examined [19, 20] . In this work, we apply this algorithm to the different problem of solving polarization and non-rotational strain state, and retrieve beamdirection variations in picometer-scale atomic displacements and lattice distortions from noisy simulated data. Only simulated data is used in this work because we require a completely known specimen to demonstrate our algorithm's theoretical accuracy, but we also discuss guidelines for experimental realization.
Polarization and strain in BaTiO 3 have been characterized using the TEM and are an ideal test case for our algorithm. The polarized BaTiO 3 crystal can have large grains where the average polarization is both in one direction and formed by Ti atom displacements of approximately 13 pm (or 2% of the unit cell diagonal distance) along the 111 〈 〉directions [21] ; this shift has been shown to have a significant influence on TEM convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns [5] . The Ti displacements also depend on the unit cell distortion, which corresponds to a strain tensor [21, 5, 10] . Inside these large grains, the polarization is non-uniform, with nanometer-scale domains of different polarizations [5, 10] . To map these domains, Tsuda et al. used a real-space sub-nanometer raster of CBED patterns acquired with the TEM, retrieving a semi-quantitative two-dimensional domain map from a thick specimen [10] . These two-dimensional maps do not consider polarization variations along the beam direction, but two reasons indicate that a full three-dimensional map is preferable. First, the nanometer-scale domains are much smaller than the specimen thickness, so thick experimental specimens likely contain multiple polarization domains along the beam direction [10] . Second, polarized materials may change polarization state around their surfaces [8] . Therefore, three-dimensional mapping of polarization and strain states requires subdividing the specimen into nanometer-scale slices along the beam direction, which our algorithm is designed to do.
In this work, we first discuss how our algorithm, introduced previously [19, 20] , is extended to retrieve ferroelectric polarization. We discuss the advantages of using wide reciprocal-space maps, and methods to achieve them. Then, we demonstrate our algorithm retrieving specimen characteristics for specimens with either polarization only, or strain and polarization simultaneously. We use simulated specimens because, to establish and evaluate our algorithm's accuracy, we require known parameters for a known specimen. Finally, we discuss how best to apply this algorithm to experimental data.
Theory
In this section, we discuss first how we retrieve polarization data from TEM diffraction data, then we discuss how that diffraction data should be acquired. Finally, we discuss how to obtain optimal experimental diffraction data for these parameters.
To retrieve polarization and strain states in three dimensions for a thick crystalline specimen, our algorithm [19, 20] uses artificial neural network (ANN) optimization tools [22, 23] and stacked Bloch wave (SBW) forward simulations [24] [25] [26] with hardware acceleration [27] . The SBW forward-simulation algorithm is a variant of the Bloch-wave algorithm [15, 16, 18] suitable for multilayer specimens; SBW represents the specimen by a series of Bloch-wave scattering matrices S, instead of only one, and generates TEM data by propagating the electron beam through each matrix sequentially [24] [25] [26] [27] . Applying ANN optimization tools to the SBW simulation method and CBED data results in efficient many-parameter optimization for crystalline specimens [19] ; a substantially different implementation of ANN-based optimization, with a different objective, has also been applied to the multislice TEM simulation algorithm to retrieve atomic positions in small nanocrystals [28, 29] . Extending our algorithm to include atomic polarization as an optimization parameter p means that the p S/ ∂ ∂ differential-optimization matrices [19] include atomic coordinate perturbations applied to individual atoms. As discussed in the literature, the scattering matrix S p ( ) is generated using a non-
, so even a rigid rotation, which changes only the diagonal of p A( ), changes off-diagonal elements of S p ( ) [19, 30] . Unlike rigid-body rotations, retrieving atomic-position modifications and direct unit cell distortions means changing all the elements of p A( ) [19, 20] . We use small-magnitude unit-cell changes, but if the assumption that nearby unit cells are similar enough to allow the SBW method to be used proves insufficient when using experimental data, then supercells comprising multiple unit cells with a defined polarization pattern could be used instead [31] . This algorithm can operate on the data contained in a single convergent-beam electron diffraction pattern [19] , but a wide reciprocal-space map improves retrieved parameter quality, as we have detailed previously [20] . By applying our algorithm to mapping both atomic displacements within the unit cell and non-rigid distortions of the complete cell, we further demonstrate our algorithm's general utility for this fundamental three-dimensional crystal mapping problem.
For this work, our simulated input data correspond to a composite-CBED (CCBED) pattern, which can convey a strong polarization signal from a single point on the specimen. CCBED patterns can be created from data acquired using one of the multiple different large-angle (LA) electron diffraction (ED) techniques, including LA rocking-beam ED (LARBED) [32] , LA rocking convergent-beam ED (LARCBED) [33] , or digital LA convergent-beam ED (digital-LACBED) [34] . We refer to these data as CCBED patterns because these different techniques generate equivalent reciprocalspace CCBED pattern data by combining multiple individual ED patterns acquired at different TEM incident beam tilts and at a single point on the specimen. CCBED techniques map reciprocal space without the disc-overlap criterion imposed by adjacent reflections in conventional CBED and without conventional LAC-BED's mixing of real-space and reciprocal-space information [35] . CCBED provides a wide reciprocal-space field of view for each diffraction reflection, while the red circle in Fig. 1 shows the maximum allowable CBED disc size without causing overlapping discs. Experimental calibrations can ensure that the probe remains on the same point on the specimen for the full CCBED pattern [32] . However, geometrical probe broadening will mean that the total reciprocal-space span will affect the lateral resolution as a function of specimen depth, broadening to several nanometers for a thick specimen and a wide reciprocal-space span such as we consider here; using smaller reciprocal-space spans would mitigate this effect, and the reciprocal-space span can be tuned to an optimal balance between broadening and lateral resolution. Figs. 1 and 2 show that CCBED patterns for different polarization conditions have different intensities at some points in reciprocal-space, so polarization axis and magnitude are both distinguishable from CCBED patterns. Looking at individual CCBED patterns generated for 100 nm specimens, the three cases in Fig. 1 initially appear similar to the naked eye: Fig. 1a is unpolarized BaTiO 3 , Fig. 1b is polarized with constant polarization, and Fig. 1c is polarized with depth-dependent polarization. However, Fig. 2 shows that these patterns differ in multiple locations: Fig. 2a shows the difference between polarized and unpolarized specimens (Fig. 1b against  Fig. 1a), Fig. 2b compares different polarization magnitudes, Fig. 2c compares different polarization directions, and Fig. 2d compares Fig. 1b against Fig. 1c to show the effect of non-uniform polarization. Fig. 2d also shows that polarization domains along the beam direction can be distinguished from uniform polarization using CCBED patterns. CCBED also allows mapping the areas of the CCBED pattern most sensitive to polarization (outside the on-axis red circle in Fig. 1a) and thus CCBED provides a good signal for polarization mapping. Now, we summarize several key factors for experimental application of this algorithm. CCBED patterns are formed using a reciprocal-space raster focused on a single real-space point; gathering a CCBED pattern from each of multiple real-space points creates a two-dimensional real-space raster from which our algorithm can potentially retrieve three-dimensional information. The two-dimensional real-space raster dot pitch will determine the lateral spatial selectivity, while the CCBED pattern quality will determine the depth-direction spatial sensitivity. We have previously shown that a wide reciprocal-space field of view with a good signal-to-noise ratio is important for our algorithm to optimally retrieve material parameters [20] . The CCBED data in Figs. 1 and 2 show that not all parts of reciprocal space are equally sensitive to the parameters of interest. Thus, the CCBED pattern raster could concentrate on regions of reciprocal space known to be sensitive to the material properties of interest. In addition, more parameters could be necessary for comparison with Fig. 1 . This display setting saturates several images, especially in the [000] images, so total-image minima and maxima ti are noted. Simulation conditions were the same as in Fig. 1. (a) Polarized vs. unpolarized -difference between the patterns in Fig. 1b experimental data, including DFT-derived quantities.
Results and analysis
Now, with the algorithm and input data as discussed above, we present results from applying our algorithm to CCBED data under three scenarios, including polarization-only and strain-plus-polarization scenarios. Because we want to demonstrate our algorithm's accuracy, we apply it to simulated data to be able to compare the retrieved result and the known-correct result. First, we detail the setup conditions used, including the three different scenarios, then we present and discuss the results.
Our algorithm can retrieve depth-dependent polarization domains from CCBED data under multiple scenarios. In all these cases, a 300 kV electron beam probes a 100 nm BaTiO 3 crystal along its [100] zone axis and 629 reflections are included, corresponding to the full zero-order-Laue-zone with excitation error s 1.225 nm z 1 < − , using our graphics-processing-unit (GPU)-accelerated SBW code [27] . The intensities of only 13 of these 629 reflections are used for optimization -the [000] and all the 010 〈 〉, 001 〈 〉, 011 〈 〉, 020 〈 〉, and 002 〈 〉 reflections -all with assumed zeroloss energy filtering and Gaussian noise corresponding to q 5 10 4 = × electrons per incident beam vector, as used previously [19, 20, 36] . Lattice parameters and isotropic Debye-Waller scattering factors were used for tetragonal BaTiO 3 at 290 K [21] ; we average together the two oxygen Debye-Waller factors for the different positions inside the unit cell measured in Ref. [21] and apply them to all oxygen atoms. We use the same Debye-Waller factors for all these simulations; for experimental data, these may vary with different unit cells and unknown temperature, and may need to be refined [21, 37] . Atomic scattering factors and absorption functions were used from the literature [38, 39] . We note that, if experimental data indicate that modeling electron density changes induced by atomic shifts is necessary for an optimal fit, density functional theory (DFT) simulations can be run for multiple atomic configurations, and the DFT results can be used to generate the specimen conditions for SBW simulations, but these should only be considered for this application if experimental data indicates it is necessary [40] [41] [42] [43] . A (41 41) × -point regular rectangular grid was used, spanning the ( 2 2) ×°reciprocal-space area in Fig. 1 . Because a CCBED pattern is constructed from multiple diffraction patterns, this reciprocal-space span is mapped as if a set of CBED patterns with at least these 13 visible discs was taken over a ( 2 2) ×°span, and then the intensities in those discs were extracted to construct a CCBED pattern comprising 13 reflections, each one of which contains data similar to that shown in Fig. 1 .
We consider three retrieval scenarios and two 100 nm specimens, both with 10 domains along the beam direction as given in Table 1 . As a function of specimen thickness, specimen 1 (retrieval scenarios "A" and "B") has only polarization variation and a constant tetragonal unit cell, and specimen 2 (retrieval scenario "C") has both polarization and strain variation. The polarization variation in both specimens is a Ti atomic displacement from the center along the [111] direction as given in Table 1 , ranging from À2.0% to þ1.6% of the unit cell diagonal [111] distance. Specimen 2's strain, also shown in Table 1 , corresponds to the reference tetragonal unit cell at the entry surface, a cubic unit cell for the unpolarized middle that is approximately 0.73% shorter along c and 0.36% longer along a relative to the tetragonal unit cell, and almost the reference tetragonal unit cell at the exit surface; all unit cells have the same volume. For specimen 1, retrieval scenario "A" models the specimen as polarized only along the 111 direction and made of ten 10 nm layers and "B" uses a 20-layer, 5 nm/layer model for the same specimen as "A". For specimen 2, scenario "C" assumes a 10-layer specimen polarized as scenario "A", but also that the unit cell is allowed to undergo constant-volume tetragonal distortion in each layer, with true values as given in Table 1 . Scenario C has two independent parameters per layer, compared to one per layer in scenarios A and B. Starting parameters are zero polarization for all layers in all scenarios; the tetragonal unit cell is the starting parameter for all layers in scenario C. Fig. 3 demonstrates our algorithm's successful retrieval of polarization and strain states as a function of depth from noisy CCBED data. Fig. 3a shows the polarization state in each layer individually as the retrieval algorithm progresses, and Fig. 3b shows both the intensity mismatches between the measured and posited pattern and how close the posited parameters are to the true parameters. We successfully and clearly distinguish between different layers differing in Ti atom position by 2.78 pm, which is 0.4% of the unit-cell diagonal distance. We can evaluate our algorithm's accuracy and precision based on these results because the exact "correct" polarization and strain states are known for this simulated specimen. The polarizations and strains retrieved are correct, with mean parameter errors of 0.006% ± for scenario A, 0.01% ± for scenario B, and, for scenario C, 0.01% ± polarization and 0.01% ± strain. These percentages are of the [111] unit-cell direction for polarization, and of the c axis for strain; all scenarios' fits become noise-limited. Adding more parameters decreases the accuracy of each individual parameter somewhat, but these are still much improved over the initial conditions. While our algorithm had been previously demonstrated to work with crystal tilt, our algorithm works well both for unit-cell distortion (strain) and subunit-cell atomic displacements (polarization). First, using only reflection intensities, we can distinguish strain directly, as well as different crystal structures (cubic versus tetragonal), shown by scenario C. Second, our algorithm can efficiently retrieve picometer-scale atomic displacements inside the unit cell, shown by the polarization tests in scenarios A-C. These unit cell modifications and picometer-scale atomic displacements significantly expand the demonstrated capabilities of this parameter-retrieval method [19, 20] , and indicate that our algorithm is very suitable for polarization and strain retrieval when these vary along the beam direction. While, in this work, a relatively regular set of domains is used, our algorithm does not require this regularity; regularity is not an imposed constraint, and our algorithm works well on irregular transitions between domains for other parameters [19, 20] . In short, we have used the above simulations to demonstrate that our algorithm is capable, in principle, of efficiently retrieving three-dimensional maps of strain and picometer-scale atomic displacements from TEM data. 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we present an algorithm for retrieving depthdirection picometer-scale polarization and strain information from ferroelectric materials using TEM data, and we test this algorithm on simulated data to show its accuracy and precision against a known specimen. We demonstrate retrieving multiple polarization and strain domains along the beam direction from noisy simulated input data. This technique can provide three-dimensional polarization and strain domain mapping with Angstrom-scale lateral spatial sensitivity and nanoscale domain sensitivity along the beam direction, and we mention several key factors. Future work should include applying this algorithm to experimental data for strained and polarized specimens and other TEM-measurable specimen parameters, including chemical composition, atomic scattering factors, specimen temperature, and crystal structure factors. Fig. 3 . Retrieved parameter results using our algorithm for up to 200 iterations. While the solutions are converged after 50 < iterations, we show 200 iterations to demonstrate our algorithm's solution stability, and for comparison with [20] . (a): Polarization α p in each layer under scenario A; each line represents one layer as given in Table 1 . (b) Average CCBED pattern intensity mismatch E Δ , mean per-layer polarization error p α Δ (scen. A-C), and mean per-layer strain error s α Δ (scen. C), plotted as a function of iteration from scenarios A (black), B (grey), and C (mismatch in dark blue, polarization in green, strain in light blue). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
